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Challenge D: More Appearance 
for Trait Collections 
Appearance proxies are great for app-wide changes to styling, sort of like how 
stylesheets work on the web. There are two additional ways to customize the when 
and where of appearance proxies that you’ll look further into in this challenge: trait 
collections and view hierarchy. 

Trait Collections 
In the demo, you saw how to change the style of the navigation bar title based on 
the vertical size class. That changed the style of the title, but not the bar buttons. 

Open AppDelegate.swift and add the following to the end of 
application(_:didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:) but before the return line: 

navbarAppearance.tintColor = UIColor.redColor() 
navbarCompactAppearance.tintColor = UIColor.orangeColor() 

This will match the tint color of the bar button items with the navigation bar title. 
Build and run, and you’ll see red in regular height and orange in compact height. 

 

You could access the appearance proxy for bar button items too, but the problem 
there is that bar buttons appear in both the navigation bar and the toolbar. There’s 
no toolbar in this app but that’s still something to keep in mind: you might want to 
customize the toolbar and navigation bar separately. 
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In Objective-C, the solution would be to use appearanceWhenContainedIn: to specify 
different styles for bar buttons when contained in a toolbar vs a navigation bar. 
Unfortunately, this method isn’t available in Swift. You’ll see a code workaround 
with the help of Objective-C in the upcoming über challenge and a pure Swift 
subclass strategy next. 

Appearance on a Subclass 
Here’s the next goal: when the panorama photo is displayed full screen as it is in 
compact height, have a more muted background color like a nice light grey: 

 

Sounds simple! That’s just our old friend UIScrollView, which has an appearance 
proxy. 

Still in AppDelegate.swift, add the following to the end of 
application(_:didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:) but before the return line: 

UIScrollView.appearanceForTraitCollection( 
 UITraitCollection(verticalSizeClass: .Compact)).backgroundColor = 
  UIColor.lightGrayColor() 
 
UIScrollView.appearanceForTraitCollection( 
 UITraitCollection(verticalSizeClass: .Regular)).backgroundColor = 
  UIColor.whiteColor() 

Remember, if you set up an appearance for one size class you should cover the 
“opposite” one too. Here, compact height will get a light grey and regular height will 
get the default white. 

Build and run, select a photo, and rotate the phone to landscape. Success! 
However, when you return to the table view you’ll notice something: 
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The grey background has made its way to the list of photos! Of course – table views 
are just subclasses of scroll views. The problem is you want the appearance to only 
apply to the scroll view on the image display and nowhere else. 

Subclass Appearance 
To get around this problem and limit the appearance to that one instance, you can 
create a custom subclass of UIScrollView. The subclass won’t override anything; 
the point is that it will get its own appearance proxy to customize. 

First, add the following to the very bottom of AppDelegate.swift, underneath the 
closing brace of the main class: 

class MyScrollView: UIScrollView { } 

This will declare a simple subclass. You could put this in its own file, but since 
you’re not overriding or adding anything, this is a quick way to get the class 
declaration in the project. 

Next, change the two lines in application(_:didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:) so 
you’re accessing the appearance for MyScrollView rather than UIScrollView: 

MyScrollView.appearanceForTraitCollection( 
 UITraitCollection(verticalSizeClass: .Compact)).backgroundColor = 
  UIColor.lightGrayColor() 
 
MyScrollView.appearanceForTraitCollection( 
 UITraitCollection(verticalSizeClass: .Regular)).backgroundColor = 
  UIColor.whiteColor() 

Finally, you’ll need to be sure to use the subclass in the storyboard rather than the 
usual UIScrollView. Open Main.storyboard and find the image view controller. 
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This is the view controller that’s contained wherever you need a scrollable image. 
Select the scroll view there and open the Identity inspector. Change the custom 
class to MyScrollView. 

Build and run, and try things out. Rotate the phone on the image list and make 
sure the table view background is no longer grey. 

 

Select a photo, and you should see the grey background in compact height. 
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Great! You can use subclasses to get the appearance just right as long as you’re 
sure to use the correct subclass in the storyboard and from code. 

Über H4xx0r Challenge: Bridging Objective-C 
If you have an appearance proxy in Objective-C, you can use the 
appearanceWhenContainedIn: and appearanceForTraitCollection:whenContainedIn: 
methods to be more specific about when the styles should be used. 

For example, the “random” view in the panorama app shows four photos: 

 

Notice the background color of the container view is black, but the background of 
the scroll view is white. It would be nice if the scroll view also had a black 
background to match. 

However, this is the same MyScrollView as before, so changing the appearance will 
change it across the app. The image view controller is shared for both the single 
photo view and here, which is a great part of the app architecture; you would have 
to make not just another subclass, but copy the view controller in the storyboard so 
you have a separate one to put in the container! 

If this were Objective-C, you could use appearanceWhenContainedIn: and pass in the 
RandomViewController as the parameter. That means you could customize the 
appearance of MyScrollView only when in the random view. 

Your challenge is to set up a wrapper method in Objective-C that you can then call 
from Swift. With a bridging header, you can call your wrapper method from Swift 
and get some of the benefits of appearanceWhenContainedIn: in the app. 

If you’re not familiar with Objective-C then that’s OK – I’d suggest you check out 
the über challenge solution’s app delegate and have a look to see what the call 
looks like. Spoiler: it looks just like native Swift! 
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The solution has a very simple appearance proxy bridge. You can Google for 
“appearanceWhenContainedIn Swift” for some other more feature-filled examples. 

 


